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Your Local Rules for the Stock Market Game 

To be eligible for regional and statewide awards, including the Cabrera Statewide Award , teams
must contain a minimum of 3 and maximum of 5 team members and be in compliance with all SMG
rules, including the Illinois rules. Teams not in compliance will be disqualified from awards and the
next qualifying team will move up.

Portfolio Rules

1. The MINIMUM HOLDING Rule:

Teams must buy a minimum of four (4) different stocks, bonds or mututal funds. Students do not
need to own these holdings for any specific amount of time. They can sell a holding at any time if they
determine the investment is not meeting their goals. They do not have to own four holdings at the end of
their session.

Teachers wanting to incorporate a lesson on portfolio diversification (spreading out risk) should go to the
Lessons & Activities section of the Teacher Support Center; search by keyword diversification.

The SMG portfolio system does not monitor this MINIMUM HOLDING rule(no error message is sent the
team.) Teams and their teachers must make sure this requirement is met, in order to be eligible for awards.

2. The Illinois MAXIMUM EQUITY Rule:

Teams of students in grades 4-12, and Teacher Teams, may invest no more than 30% of their total equity
in any one company, mutual fund or bond. If a stock in which teams have invested becomes more than
30% of the total equity, teams will be able to maintain that position but will be unable to purchase
additional shares of that company.

Teachers can find an info sheet on calculating the Maximum Equity at Maximum Equity Rule. Teachers
are encouraged to download this reference, save and print. Adobe Acrobat is required to view the file.

The SMG portfolio system does monitor this rule, and will not allow teams to go beyond the 30%
maximum equity.
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